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| about this wine |
Big and bold, intrepid…words often used to characterize the black boar. It’s the 
reason we named Quivira’s newest Zinfandel for this fearless beast. Our vision 
in crafting Black Boar was to explore the reaches of the Dry Creek Valley—
home to both the wild boar and to what many consider the finest terroir for 
Zin—in search of fruit that would provide incredible richness, concentration, 
yet also balance. For this debut vintage, we didn’t need to search far. Zinfandel 
harvested from our estate Anderson Ranch was the principle building block, 
yielding a wine exhibiting characteristics that make the name so apropos.

| at the winery  | 
Quivira has been farming Anderson Ranch for some 15 years, so we’re pretty 
familiar with all the notes and nuances emanating from this vineyard in the 
valley’s esteemed Lytton Springs corridor. With our sights set on crafting a 
concentrated, full-flavored Zinfandel, we focused on those lots that would help 
us reach that goal. Over the course of two weeks, we harvested the grapes 
at various stages of ripeness to give us a range of aromas, flavors, acidity 
and alcohol balance in the different lots. The fruit was first “cool soaked” 
for up to a week before the native yeast fermentations began. Meantime, 
older vine Petite Sirah was picked, hand sorted and fermented similarly in a 
mix of small closed and open-topped fermenters. Our desire was to make a 
complex, layered Zinfandel and so barrel selection was key. French oak was the 
predominant barrel of choice and we employed a bit more new oak (30% new) 
than we customarily use for our Zins. A carefully chosen mix of barrel sizes was 
also critical: the Black Boar spent 17 months in the customary 60 gallon as well 
as 132 gallon barrels and our 600 and 900 gallon foudres

| in the glass | 
The boldness of Black Boar Zinfandel is readily apparent even before you take 
that first sip. You might even say there is a bit of swagger here. The aromas 
are immediately deep and dense with sweet blackberries making the first 
impression. From there, it’s a spirited trek from start to finish. Full-bore flavors 
of dark cherry and blackberry preserves take center stage on the palate, but 
the roundness of the flavors and the texture keeps the wine elegant. Classic 
Dry Creek notes of black pepper and baking spice beckon, accenting the dark, 
lush fruit while adding layers and complexity. Though the wine is sizeable with 
the kind of structure that would make it a fine candidate for the cellar, Black 
Boar still leaves the firm impression of a Zinfandel with balance, proportion and 
harmony. Pappardelle bathed in a wild boar ragu would be appropriate fare 
here, though we think a rich, earthy blue cheese would also be a fine match.
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technical notes: 
pH: 3.58 | TA: .58 g/100 ml | ALC: 14.8% | VARIETAL MIX: 83% Zinfandel, 12% 
Petite Sirah, 5% Carignan | RELEASE DATE: May 2015 | PRODUCTION: 830 
cases bottled | SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: $45


